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Dnd 5e druid barbarian guide

I've just started a new game and I'm playing the mountain dwarf barbarian. The group consists of an archer fighter, a rogue, a bard (going to knowledge), a druid (going to earth after all) and me. We're all Level 1. My current stat spread 17/11/17/11/13/11.I was wondering if anyone has experience playing bar-bear-jan or
can give any advice. I don't care about the damage, given the group. If I go moon Druid I think 14 barbarian / 6 druid would be good. Page 2 comments Battle of heroes by linweichen, CC Attribution-Noncommercial-No derivatives 3.0 LicenseDisclaimer: This article contains affiliate links that add gold to our coffers. From
enhancing usefulness to designing a beautiful character arch, multiclassing can have several advantages if you choose the right combination. If you're a little vague about how multiclass you are, see our article, which quickly and clearly explains the rules of the multiclass and the reasons to or not the multiclass. You can
also explore our muticlass builds here. When you build a multiclass, you'll choose a class for your character level 1. We'll call it your main class. Traditionally, the main class has more levels than the middle class, but this is not always the case. In this article, we will focus only on multiclassing of the middle class and no
additional classes, although this is always possible. Here we discuss why the class is or is not an excellent primary class candidate and which classes mesh well. Remember that when you're multiclass, you'll miss out on the highest level of your core class. So what do we think is a good reason for the multiclass? From
our How multiclass in 5e articles: We recommend multiclasses for these three reasons: pick up armor knowledge to get low-level cool skills, or match a certain character archetype. So let's get started. Go to the class you're most interested in:
ArtificerBarbardClericDruidFighterMonkPaladinRangerRangerRogueSorcererWarlockWizardIf you're going to be the first Artificer, we recommend not multiclassicking as you miss out on the level of 20 ability 1 bonus for every saving throw for every magic item you're set on (up to 6!). However, taking up to three levels in
scouting based On the Artificer can be useful for other classes in order to gain armor and tool skills, magical infusions (fast magical items or advanced armor and weapons), and potential subclass features. You can play in the Artificer class with Eberron: Rise of the Last War. Art Brolo, CC LicenseWith Power,
Constitution, and Agility as their main stats, barbarians go well with physical classes. The Art of John-Muresan, CC LicenseThings to consider: The main feature of the Barbarians is the Unarmored Defense, so that armor knowledge has little value. When raging, the barbarian cannot give up or focus on Level 20
Barbarians increase their strength and constitution maximum points to 24. This is something you are willing to sacrifice for a multiclass that may not be Any other way? Compatible barbaric Multiclasses:Barbarian/FighterFocusing for Strength, Barbarian/Fighter Gets Combat Style, Action Splash, Capacity to Increase Crits
(Especially With Reckless Attack), and Possible Combat Maneuvers. We recommend taking 1-3 levels in the fighter, but definitely not as much as 5 as the extra attacks don't stack up. If you decide to take three levels into the fighter, Champion is a great archetype to increase the likelihood of critical hits. A barbarian who
recklessly attacks has an advantage, and the champion can be a critic at 19 or 20. You will increase the probability of crete immeasurably. With Berserker's Way, the Barbarian can make one melee weapon attack as a bonus action every step. Add in the extra attack, and the champion fighter archetype, and the number
of critically charged character does have to take off. Conversely, select battle master archetype fighter and get extra maneuverability in combat. Barbarian / RogueAdding multiple levels of Rogue can beef any barbarian build. With expertise, additional skill and (if you take two levels) Cunning Action, it's a solid
combination. In addition, the barbarian gets the advantage while reckless attacking, giving him an automatic sneak attack while using the grace of the weapon, even when using force. For more ideas on how to be a rapier wielding a barbarian, see our article here. We do not recommend taking more than two levels in
Rogue, since none of the archetypes, except maybe the scout, really add much to the barbarian. Note that Sneak Attack won't be a ton of extra damage as you just take multiple levels into Rogue.Notable Barbarian Multiclasses: Barbarian/Bard: To do this multi-class job, give up damage based on Bard spells and focus
on utility spells that can be banished from battle. This build is useful for improving grappling and athletics abilities with Jack of all trades (level 2) and Expertise (level 3). Take Level 3 to Bard for College Swords (Blade Bard) for additional damage. Barbarian /Cleric: The clergy have useful domain abilities that can be used
during raging, and healing can be used outside of combat. Death Domain adds extra damage once per rest with a melee attack at level 2. The power of the domain gives you a Druid cantrip and a bonus of 10 pounds for an attack roll, a test of ability, or saving a throw, once alone. War Domain allows you to make an
additional attack weapon as a bonus action several times equal to your Wisdom modifier and gives you a bonus of 10 pounds in attack roll once per rest. Arcana domain combined with the ancestors of Guardian Barbaric totem can produce interesting Oracle-style Necromancer.Barbarian/Druid: To make the best use of
this multiclass, at least 3 levels in Druid.Druids who choose Circle of the Moon get the opportunity to wildly shape as a bonus action while furious. Don't forget to choose a beast that uses force in its attack to get a fury damage bonus. Choose the Bear Path of the Warrior Totem to become resistant to all but mental
damage, even while in the wild and spend your slots spells as a bonus action to heal yourself (Circle of the Moon) to keep the wild party shape going. Since you can't quit while raging or in the wild anyway, this is a big compromise. If you want to focus on the druid side of this build, see the Druid/Barbarian section of this
articleBardBard is a pretty versatile core class. Like many other spelling classes, bards use Charisma as the main statistic. The classes that also use Charisma are the main candidates for the multi-class with Bard. Also, bards don't have a lot of amazing abilities at a high level, so taking a few levels is worth anything.
Bard by bipicado, CC LicenseThings to consider: Full spells tend to take a hit when multiclassifying with other full spells, as they will not be able to reach all the high-level spells. Use this high Bard charisma for a multiclass with another class of high charisma. Bards aren't really fighters- they're more utility-based
characters, so focus on multiclasses that give more utility (except: Paladin multiclass). Compatible Bard Multiclasses:Bard/Paladin: If you want to be a combat bard, this multiclass is probably your best option, as both the Bards and the Paladins use high charisma. With the addition of combat style and smiting at Paladin
level two, bard/Paladin benefits from the higher slots of the Bard's spell: the higher the spell slot is expended, the more Smiting damage. You can choose Paladin as the main class, but bards at level 10 and 14 get magical secrets to learn the 2 highest spells from any class. Therefore, it would be more advantageous to
use the Bard as a core class as you can get two high-level Paladin spells that will not be available for Paladins, which are multi-class with the Bard. All paladin archetypes mesh well with bard, except For Paladin Ancient, which is only useful if you take 6 levels of Paladin. It's not a big compromise. Also, by taking 5 levels
in Paladin gives you extra attack, Bard's College of Valor can give you an extra attack instead. Try to get the Bard's high spell slots by taking as many levels in the Bard as possible to inflict maximum damage on Smite.Bard/Cleric: As a complete speller, the Bards have a great advantage with their spells already. By
adding Cleric, the character may have some additional spells prepared. You can also add medium or heavy armor knowledge, depending on the Cleric domain. We recommend choosing the cleric of spells as buffs that do not use modifiers, since clergy wisdom is based. Life Domain gives bard/cleric heavy armor
knowledge and enhance healing spells. You will need the strength of 13 to wear heavy armor. Nature Domain can be thematic As the character will get a druid cantrip and heavy armor knowledge (13 Force required to wear). One could also charm animals in Snow White fashion based on wisdom (if 2 levels are
accepted). Arcana Domain is good for bards, but you won't get the knowledge of armor. With this domain, you get 2 cantrips and and Knowledge. In doing so, you could always discover the magic prepared. Bard/Fighter: This is a smart multiclass with good advantages. Bard who chooses college prowess will get armor
knowledge, but a bard who is a multi-classed one level with a fighter will get those benefits anyway. Then, Bard/Fighter could choose a much more useful college for greater utility. Famous Bard MulticlassBard/Rogue: Because the rogue and bard both get expertise, the character can have up to 8 Skills expertise (if you
take 6 levels of Rogue). In addition, Cunning Action is useful for increasing mobility. Note here that Sneak Attack doesn't really do enough harm to make a difference with a class like Bard that should pay less attention to the damage. On 3 levels in Rogue, Bard/Rogue can choose the archetype Arcane Trickster, which
gives the character additional spells, although they use intelligence instead of Charisma. Like Arcane Trickster, the Bard/Rogue will receive a suped-up Magician Hand.A Scout archetype gives the Bard/Rogue double knowledge of nature and survival checks on level 3, which is essentially just like getting expertise under
a different name. Remember that you only add extra knowledge once, so the Survivalist feature doesn't stack up with Expertise.ClericIn our view, clergy should just go full clergyman. Priests have great high-level abilities, and they don't need to study spells, just prepare them. With the domain right, Cleric will get heavy
armor knowledge. In addition, clergy get many abilities with domains and the divinity of the channel. You won't find too many powerbuilds with Cleric as the main class. For more in-depth analysis, see our Cleric Multiclass Guide.Art on Dragon7350, CC LicenseThings to consider: Most clerics stay away from melee, but if
you want a specific style cleric as a military cleric, you'll find that Cleric/Paladin is your best option. We recommend taking no more than two levels of multi-class with Cleric, as Cleric receives three uses of Channel Divinity for rest at level 18, which is an invaluable addition.Compatible Cleric MulticlassCleric/Paladin:
Getting Combat Style and Smite, Cleric/Paladin gets more combat abilities and damage from attack. If a player decides to take multiple levels to Paladin, his character will receive an additional attack at level 5, but it risks getting a high-level cleric of spells and abilities. Druid Druids are a universal core class based on
what role your character will play: healer, tank, damage dealer, support, etc. Druid can mix with many classes adequately when she chooses effective spells to help his attention. Aarakocra Druid Ioana-Muresan, CC LicenseThings to consider: Druid uses Wisdom for spells, so combined with others who use Charisma
can be a waste of statistics. At level 20, druids can use Wild Shape unlimitedly, so think carefully about multiclassicus and missing out on this ability! Druids only wear light or medium armor that can't be made of metal, so you won't be multiclass multiclass Armor proficiencies.Compatible Druid Multiclass:Druid/Barbarian:
This is by far the most effective Druid multiclass. Immersion at least one level in Varvara will give you fury and unarmed defense. This will allow you a higher class of armor than the leather armor that the druid usually wears, and the ability to rage in the shape of a beast, giving you extra damage with power attacks, an
advantage at testing strength and saving throws, and additional resistance. Choose the Circle of the Moon archetype of wild shape as a bonus action that lets you keep your rage going. Taking three levels in Barbarian and choosing the Bear Way totem warrior will provide you with resistance to all types of damage except
the psychic, and you can heal yourself by spending spell slots as a bonus action (if you are a Circle of the Moon). Druid/Cleric: A great healer of nature. Taking two levels into cleric will give your Druid character the Divine Domain and The Divinity Channel, which can add some interesting abilities and access to additional
spells. Select The Domain of Life to receive additional healing for the spell (2 - spell level), which means that Goodberries will recover 4 instead of 1 strike point (a total gain of 30 hit points for the 1st level spell). Famous Druid Multiclasses:Druid/Fighter: One level of drop in fighter will provide Druid with combat style and
action Surge.Armor knowledge doesn't help druids very much, but one particular fighting style is available to Mariner (UA), which will give Druid swimming speed, climbing speed, and bonus No.1 to AC. Action Surge is useful for any class, but for a speller, the druid can spell two non-bonus spells in one turn. And the
character regains his use of Surge Action after a short rest. There aren't many fighter archetypes that mesh well with druids, unfortunately. Druid shines best when he focuses on utility spells above exit damage or assault weapons. While there are many spells that do enough damage, there are more Druid Utility spells
that rock. Therefore, a druid who wants to get an archetype fighter should focus on something that provides additional utility, especially for a spell. Scout (UA) is arguably the fighter's best archetype in conjunction with Drouid, as the character will gain skills in three new skills and dice superiority bonuses to test skills and
armor class. Druid/Monk: Taking one level to Monk will give the druid an extra air conditioner with an unarmored defense (AC No.10 - Dex and Wis, which is great for druids who use Wisdom for spells). Taking more levels in Monk can provide extra utility like speed and dodging/disconnecting/dashing, but compromise
smaller Druid slots spells. For this build, it's better if you're more druid than Monk.See our powerful Druid/Monk multiclass Monkey / Ranger: For a player who wants to be an effective weapon wielding Druid, The Druid/Ranger multiclass is probably the best option. As a half-timer, Rangers will increase Druid's spell with
additional spells (starting at Level 2). On the first level Ranger Ranger Choose a favored enemy against whom he can track better. With Natural Explorer, it gets favored terrain; And on the second level, Ranger gets a fighting style. This can give bonuses to the range of attack weapons (Shooting from the bow), get
swimming and speed of ascent while increasing the AC (Mariner, UA), or remove the disadvantage for shooting near the quarter, giving the bonus Of 1 for attacking rolls (Close quarters Shooter, UA). Druid/Ranger who wishes extra attack will take five levels in Ranger. Thus, the character must find an archetype that
synergys with Druid.Beast Master will give you a companion to control on your turn. You command activities such as Attack, Dash, Separation, Dodge, or Help. At Level 5 Ranger, you will also get to attack in addition to your beast. The Hunter will give the Ranger additional attacking abilities, such as damage bonus or
additional attack. The Druid/Ranger should focus on the druid circle and spells that increase gun fighting or increase usefulness, so the Moon Circle doesn't work. Circle of Earth returns spell slots and provides new spells such as Misty Step, Silence, Spider Climb and more. At level 6, Druid's difficult terrain is not worth
the extra movement, which can be useful for a ranger who fights from a distance and must quickly close that distance. The Circle of the Shepherd (Xanathar) allows the druid to summon spiritual auras that give an advantage in attacking the rolls, along with bonuses to the summoned creatures. Here are three articles
about druid spells that greatly increase utility: Part 1 Part 2 Part 3FighterFighters can benefit greatly from multiple levels in another class. Requiring 13 minimum in strength or agility to multiclass, this class goes well with Rogue and Barbarian, as well as Ranger and Warlock.Art by yuikami-da, CC LicenseThings to
consider: Focusing on physical strength, Fighters pair well with other physical stats-based classes. Additional attacks don't add up, so keep your tier low if another class has this function. Fighters have skills in all armor and often wear heavy armor, but this is not required. Fighter/Barbarian won't use his heavy armor
knowledge as no one can rage in heavy armor, but it's the end up with an unarmored defense that allows the character to add his Constitution modifier to his AC. Taking the second level will add a reckless attack, giving the character an edge on all Force-based melee attack weapons as well dangers where the character
has the advantage on Dexterity saving throws against attacks that can be seen. Take advantage of the reckless attack by selecting the champion archetype fighter who scores a critical blow on the roll of attack weapon 19 or 20, increasing the probability Hit. Fighter/Rogue: With the addition of skill, expertise, and Sneak
Attack, Fighter/Rogue is a winning multiclass. Taking experience in athletics, and getting tricky action at level 2 (dash, disengagement, or hide as a bonus action) will help the fighter hone his struggling maneuverability. Also, having knowledge in thieves tools is always helpful. Don't count on Sneak Attack adding too
much harm, as it will be as low as Rogue.See our Ultimate 5e Rogue Fighter Multiclass Guide for our analysis on this multi-class combination. I would say that a player should not take more than two or three levels in Rogue when multiclass with a fighter, since he will miss out too much on the amazing high level fighter
abilities. If you decide to go to the third level, here are two suitable Rogue archetypes that mesh well with Fighter:Assassin: gain an edge in attacking rolls against a creature that hasn't taken a turn yet. Also, any kick you score against a creature who is surprised is a crit. Recall that at the 5th level fighters get an
additional attack, which means more hits with an advantage. Combine this with a warning feat (No. 5 to the initiative) to ensure success! See this Arkane Archer Killer build. Swashbuckler: Prevent creatures from being able to attack you and get sneak attack when you and your enemy are isolated. Famous Multiclasses
Fighter:Fighter/Ranger: Become a versatile fighter with this combination. Choose your favorite enemy, gain advantages on difficult terrain, and choose an additional fighting style at level 2 to become a skilful fighter and natural party leader. With the addition of the Hunter Sign at Level 2, no enemy can easily escape you.
You basically can't go wrong with any archetype. Just choose what style of fight you want to achieve and you will find a great combination. See our Arcane Archer/Hexblade multiclass Hexarcher here. Fighter /Witch: Thematically, it's a very cool multiclass. Get some impressive calls to enhance your usefulness or
damage to your weapon, and score some wicked patron abilities. Despite the amusing build, this can be a weak multiclass, since some of the Covenants don't mesh well or are redundant with fighter abilities. However, combine this multiclass with multiple classes and build a powerful death dealer. MonkLike Cleric, we
recommend building a straight monk for new players. With incredible coverage of abilities and skills, monks do not benefit much from adding another class. If you want a multiclass, keep in mind that the monks already have different options for their actions and bonus actions. Multiclassing can be useful for monks who
remember their already crowded options. Art SurugaMonkey, CC Reporter: Monks get a lot of attacks. If you're multiclass, focus on the ability to beef attacks. The Monks have an unarmored defense, so armor skill does little for Monk.Compatible Monk Multiclasses: Monk/Ranger: To get the most out of your numerous
attacks, Ranger Ranger Mark will add 1D6 to each of the monk's fury strokes. However, instead of multi-classicing, you can choose the Magic Initiate feat to get the Hex Sorcerer's spell and get the same 1d6 damage enhancement without sacrificing the level in Monk.Monk/Rogue: Two Levels of Rogue will give you
tricky action; This will save you ki points for disunity and dashing because the robbers can do some of these usually-ki-spending actions as a free bonus action. The robbers will also receive expertise for shadow Monks stealth bonuses. This is a great example of synergy, which enhances the ability of the monk and ki
save without overcrowding character options. PaladinSome of the largest mines/max builds in dungeons and dragons are bound by Paladins that dip into other classes. Paladins can multiclass in anything to get more spell slots and abilities. Our caution: at what point are you no longer Paladin? Think more about your
background characters with this multiclass and less about how much damage you can achieve. Art SurugaMonkey, CC LicenseThings to consider: Paladins use Charisma.Paladins are half a charmer and could benefit from the addition of complete charmers. Paladins have more prerequisites for multiclassing: Power 13



and Charisma 13, plus all the stat they have to meet with their new class. Smite Paladin benefits from higher-level spell slots.Commencement Paladin Multiclasses:Paladin/The Sorcerer: With the addition of a witchy origin, metamagic, and a full spell, it's a powerful build. Like the Paladins, sorcerers focus on Charisma,
which means compatible statistics for a spell. We recommend taking at least three levels of the sorcerer to get a quick spell of the Metatric Option, which will allow Paladin to attack and spell as a bonus action. Add additional damage to Divine Smite using higher spell slots from the Sorcerer's Addition. You also want to
take at least three levels in the Sorcerer in order to get second level spells. As Gastronomie writes on Giant in the Playground, the sorcerer can get a second-tier Hold Person spell and develop it as a bonus action with quickened Spell. If the spell fails, the target is paralyzed, which means that any melee weapon is an
automatic critical blow. Then, by its action, Paladin / Sorcerer can make a melee assault weapon and auto-crit. Add in Smite and it's an incredible amount of damage. Paladin/Warlock: With separate spell slots in the classroom, and using Charisma entirely, Paladin/Warlock is an excellent multi-class option that could
provide some interesting backstory and character development. Focus on the spell abilities and appeals that complement your melee attacks. Sorcerers are unique in that their spell slots after a short rest. Paladins who require spell slots for Smiting are at a huge advantage by getting a few Sorcerer's spell slots. Paladins
could benefit from the Sorcerer's appeals, which provide a range of attacks, but other appeals could provide a much more alluring alluring in and out of the fight. Many of the Sorcerer's spells do not require concentration, such as the Mirror Image, Agati's Armor, or Hadar's Weapon. They can buff your Paladin/Warlock in
combat significantly without compromising the utility. See our powerful Aasimar Paladin/Warlock build (with a dash of Rogue)Notable Paladin MulticlassesPaladin/Bard: Also using Charisma for a spell, full of Bard casting is a great class to add to the Paladin assembly. Getting higher-level spell slots to spend on Smite and
skills such as Jack of all trades, you really can't go wrong with Paladin/Bard. Choose Bardic College at level 3 to increase the damage to the output, utility, or appearance of an honorary leader. Laura College provides three additional skills and the ability to nullify the damage the enemy has done or test the skill. College
Satire gives many advantages that Rogue would provide, such as stealing tools skills and cunning action, as well as the speed of climbing and reducing the loss of fall. The College of Swords provides additional damage and usefulness to the attack. College Whispers deals with mental damage with gun attack and helps
you scare the creatureRangerThe Ranger is a functional class that has a pretty solid utility while also open to a diverse development with the right multiclass. By themselves, Rangers can be unfortunately one-dimensional, but with the addition of the right skills, they can really shine. The art of yuikami-yes, CC
LicenseThings to consider: Rangers multiclassing has quite a few prerequisites: they need Dexterity 13, Wisdom 13, and to meet any stat a new class requires. Rangers use Wisdom for a spell. Rangers are half-charmer. Hunter's Mark is very useful and applies to all attacks. Focus on the multiclass that provides multiple
attacks.Compatible Ranger Multiclasses:Ranger/Rogue: Rogue and Ranger are very compatible with Dexterity as the main stats. Taking three levels in Rogue, the character can choose the archetype of rogue Scouts. This will enhance the monster hunting utility of any ranger. Ranger/Fighter: With action surge and
additional combat style, Ranger/Fighter will get additional rest action, allowing the Hunter Mark to dial, and possible additional damage or AC enhancement. Ranger/fighters will also acquire skills in heavy armor, which can be useful. Ranger/Paladin: It could be a powerful build. Use your bonus action double to own using
Mark Hunter more effectively. You will use two light melee weapons and get two use of the hunters sign for your turn. Stack it with Ranger's Extra Attack, and you have 2x attacks for your turn. Then Smith! See our Ranger Paladin Multiclass Analysis article for our take on which archetypes and oaths best fit together.
Ranger/Cleric: With the addition of spells, heavy knowledge and some cool domain abilities, adding in a few levels of Cleric to the Ranger can only help. Notable Ranger Multiclasses:Ranger/Warlock: There are many directions you could go with this, but the most impactful one would be Covenant. This build pays off after
a few rounds, as the following abilities take some actions and bonus actions to set up. With the Hexblade Pact, within one minute, the Curse of Hexblade will add your skill bonus to the weapon damage. It's also a critical blow at 19 or 20. Combine this with the Hunter Sign and Extra Attack for a lot of damage. Additional
challenges can increase usefulness or damage and provide unique character development. See our hexarcher's magical multi-class archer here. RogueRogues are versatile and go well with just about every other class. However, while Rogues can get useful abilities through multi-classification, Rogues usually do well on
their own. Take note of what you miss on multiclassiczing before you take the plunge. The art of yuikami-yes, CC LicenseThings to consider: The more Rogue levels you have, the more stealth attack damage you'll have to deal with. Rogues get a lot of skills and experience in skills that are still focusing on the damage
output. Let your multiclass focus on exiting the damage as well, or the ways that you can bolster your damage. Rogues only get a Sneak Attack when they have an advantage or a flank friend. Some multiclasses will help you gain an edge without sacrificing too many levels of Rogue or other Rogue qualities.Compatible
Rogue Multiclasses:Rogue/Fighter: Get a second fighting style, action splash, and if you take three levels, a useful archetype. Take five levels for additional attack and further improve ability assessment, but risk moisturizing your hidden attack. Possession of armor may or may not help here, as sometimes unprofitable
stealth in the middle armor. See our Ultimate 5e Rogue Fighter Multiclass Guide for in-depth analysis on how Rogue and Fighter Synergy. Take three levels of fighter and choose the archetype Battle Master. Fitting will give you an advantage as a bonus action against the enemy with the addition of 1d8 damage. Riposte
will allow you to attack an enemy who misses you outside of your queue, allowing you to add your Sneak Attack and extra 1d8 damage. Pair a splash of action with the Assassin archetype to induce major damage. See our Rogue/Fighter build here, in which we analyze the maximum damage at the first turn at level 16
(spoiler alert, it's over 250). Notable Rogue Multiclasses:Rogue/Bard: Both types acquire expertise. If you want a character who has a lot of skills and high rolls with these skills, I highly recommend the Rogue/Bard multiclass. Swashbuckler Rogues will benefit from charisma's investment, which comes with Bard levels.
Arcane Trickster Rogues will get more spells and spell slots thanks to the full levels of Bard spells.These two classes share many thematic similarities, well amenable to role-playing choices. There are many archetypes of the subclass that can lend well to each other. I recommend keeping an eye on which bard
subclasses won't use bonus actions too often because the robbers have a cunning action feature that uses their bonus action. In this context, the context College of Swords (XgtE) and College of Valor (PHB) look strong multiclasses for any Rogue.I would like to point out that we previously assumed that reliable talent
could stack up with Jack of all professions, but it was clear in Sage Advice in 2019 Compendium that this combination would not work. Rogue/Cleric: This is a multiclass that could maximize your character. Take cleric Tomb Domain to get a channel of divinity in order to mark someone so that they take double damage.
As an out-of-the-way killer, you can potentially inflict up to hundreds of damages. Example: see our Assassin of the Grave build. SorcererS Are An Enemy, but less damaging to the affair than wizards, sorcerers are full of charmers with little defense (without armor knowledge). With the addition of magic points and
metamagic, sorcerers have a few strengths over the Wizards to balance their weak spells. The Art of BiPiCado, CC LicenseThings to consider: Sorcerers use charisma for spellcastingSorcerers full of spellcastersSorcerers start without armor proficienciesThe sorcerer as the main class seems to shine brightest in the role
of support. Do this your attention in multiclassy. If you want to be a min/max player, we recommend that you find a new core class. Dorgenedge on Reddit makes a great argument for this and how to play In Sorcerer.Focus on amateurs and assisting your teammates and you'll overcome any charmer in the
utility.Compatible Sorcerer Multiclasses:Sorcerer/Warlock: It's a good combination as sorcerers recover spell slots on short rest. In addition, both classes use Charisma for spells, and sorcerers come with their own spell slots. We recommend taking Tom's Covenant to learn three additional cantrips from the list of spells of
any class for free. Archfey is a helpful patron and you get great useful spells unavailable to sorcerers like Faerie Fire and calm emotions. Fey Presence is a great way to take enemies out of battle temporarily. Hexblade provides possession of armor and several spells. This is a good compromise for melee abilities in case
you are in a quandary. The Raven queen provides access to the sanctuary spell, which is a great buff for your allies. You will also get a utility through Sentinel Raven.Look for appeals that provide utility or buffs. The famous sorcerer Multiclasses:Sorcerer/Cleric: Clerics provide possession of armor, domain spells and
additional usefulness. You basically can't go wrong with the sorcerer/cleric combination. However, clergymen use Wisdom for spells instead of Charisma, which can weaken your usefulness a bit. Focus on Cleric domains that provide additional support. Sorcerer/Fighter: Taking one or two levels into a fighter jet is the
perfect way to get defenses without for too many levels in the Sorcerer. Get Action Surge for the opportunity to give out an extra spell without a bonus on the turn, which is extremely important when polishing or debaffling in combat. We recommend taking less than three levels, as there is actually no synergistic fighter
fighter Sorcerer/Paladin: This assembly is powerful when Paladin is the main class, but since the Paladins are semi-written, it can weaken the sorcerer's ability to spell. By purchasing light and medium armor and shields, the sorcerer/Paladin finds a way to protect himself. Choose a fighting style defense at level 2 to get
even more AC. Divine feeling is a good ability that the Sorcerer would not have received otherwise, as Detect Good and Evil is not on his list of spells. In addition, this ability uses Charisma, which the sorcerer craves. Although sorcerers often focus on the spell, the sorcerer/Paladin can focus on fighting weapons and
choose buff spells. However, for now, I would recommend using Paladin as a basic class and taking multiple levels to the Sorcerer. For more information on why this is preferable, see Paladin. For the sorcerer to focus on damage-deal spells, we recommend taking only one level to Paladin for knowledge or finding
another way to gain armor knowledge. WarlockGreat damages dealers for melee or range attacks, and providing excellent utility with appeals, the Sorcerer is a formidable class that can benefit from multiple levels of the right multiclass. The art of yuikami-yes, CC LicenseThings to consider: Sorcerers use charisma in
spelling. Sorcerers have their own set of spell slots when multiclassified with other charmers. Sorcerers own light armor, but there are some patrons and appeals that provide additional armor knowledge.Compatible sorcerer Multiclasses: Warlock/Paladin: With two levels in Paladin, the sorcerer will receive armor and
shield of knowledge, Divine feeling, fighting style, lay on Hands, more spelling, and Smite.Armor and Shield Divine Feeling allows you to learn if the unearthly enemies around, which can be well combined with the enemy. Fighting style can help increase AC. You can also take Close Shooter quarters to strengthen your
range of attack spells like Eldridge Blast.Lay on your hands won't provide much healing at such a low level of Paladin, but it can help in binding. Recall that sorcerers have special spell rules and get their own spell slots, besides the spells they are multiclass with. However, you can use these spell slots to hand out spells
from another class. This means you can get a few Paladin spells and throw them with your Warlock spell slots, up to level 5. In addition, both classes use Charisma for spells, so your stats are compatible! Smite is key in this build. Smite benefits from the high-level spell slots we just talked about. Warlocks won't take a
spell slot hit from multiclassing with another charmer, so you have High-level spell slots to use with Smite. In addition, Warlock restore spell slots with short rest, giving you more uses of Smite than the typical Paladin.Warlock/Witch: With the addition of witchish origin and metamagic on on level, and a few additional
spells, the Sorcerer/Wizard may have some enhanced spells. The authorized spell allows the bone damage to roll over. An extended spell doubles the duration of a spell if it usually lasts one minute or longer, but the duration may not exceed 24 hours. A quick spell allows you to hand out two non-bonus spells in one turn,
provided that one spell is a cantrip. A subtle spell allows you to cast a spell without somatic or verbal components. A double spell allows you to aim at more than one creature with a spell. Famous Sorcerer Multiclasses: WizardWarlock / Barbarian: Sorcerers and Barbarians have some amazing synergies. While the
sorcerer/barbarian can't spell furious, he can still use the non-spell Eldritch appeals. You won't get a fury bonus (it's just for hand-to-hand combat), but you'll get an advantage on the strength of the checks and the preservation of throws and resistance. Just remember that you still have to deal or accept the damage to
keep your anger. The Sorcerer/Barbarian will also get an unarmored defense that can be valuable. Sorcerers tend to stay away from melee, but a barbaric multiclass can allow you to get right into the thick of it. Sorcerer/Fighter: While it's a good multiclass, the Hexblade patron provides the same knowledge as well as
giving Charisma a modifier bonus for attacks and critical hits at 19 or 20. However, if you want to take another patron, a sorcerer/multiclass fighter can help bolster your defenses. Add in combat style and action surge, and you can find yourself with a great multiclass. Like the Wizard, it would be more advantageous to
take your first level in fighter for weapons, shield, armor and constitution-retaining throw skills; Additional hit points And equipment? Sorcerers don't require spell casting equipment, so you'd just miss out on a few warlock knowledge like saving throws and skills. Wizard Is not defenseless, Wizards favor greatly with
multiple levels of multi-classification that provide extra protection. Art yuikami-yes, CC LicenseThings to consider: Masters excel with high-level spells, so keep your multiclass low. The Wizard of Level 18 ability to spell mastery is incredible. You don't want to miss it.Compatible Wizard of Multiclasses: The Wizard/Cleric:
Take one or two levels into the clergyman to gain armor knowledge. One level with Forge Domain from Xanathar Guide around will give heavy armor knowledge as well as give a bonus to AC in the armor until the end of your next long vacation. Life Domain also allows the character to gain heavy armor knowledge as well
as enhance healing spells. Order Domain gives heavy possession of armor and allows an ally when you write a spell on Ally, use the reaction to attack the creature that you can see. Look for other Cleric domains that provide armor ownership. Wizard/Fighter: This combination will, again, provide skills with armor that will
help the Wizard defend himself. Another cool feature is the use of Surge Surge action spell in turn, provided that no spell is cast as a bonus action. In addition, the Master will receive just a few extra strike points with the levels of the fighter it takes. One consideration is taking the level of the fighter first and then taking the
levels in the Masters. Fighters start with more hit points, better defense and attack based on equipment, strength and constitution-saving throws, and different skills than the master, although some overlap. Wizard equipment like the spell and bag components can be purchased in the game, and starting with a search to
find these things can provide for the fun of role play. The famous Wizard of Multiclass:Wizard/Rogue: Gaining skills in light armor, The Wizard/Rogue will get a much needed boost in AC. Plus, the extra skills you're getting are worth it: one skill from the Rogue Skills List, Stealing Tools, Examination, and, on the second
level, Tricky Action to help the defenseless Wizard easily escape from enemies. Extra Master/Rogue utility: Take the thief's archetype and use Fast Hands to try, as a bonus action, to steal the components of an enemy Wizard or a book of spells to render them essentially useless. Bonus, you keep everything you take!
ConcludingIn the three main reasons for the multiclass (possession of armor, low-level cool skills, character development), choosing the right combination is key. Before you multiclass, check with your DM about what level you are going to reach in your campaign. If you don't expect to get these sweet high-level abilities,
multiclassing can be a fun and powerful choice that improves your character's usefulness and damage. See all our multi-class builds here. In here.
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